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ABSTRACT

High voltage insulation form an essential part of the high voltage electric power transmission systems. Any failure in the satisfactory performance of high voltage insulation can cause considerable loss of capital. The right material of insulator will perform optimization in production cost, maintenance cost and life time services. The performance of insulation materials can determine through the leakage current (LC) signal. That shows information of surface condition and pollution severity. Numerous of studies have been conducted to discover on insulation materials ageing in relation to surface condition, especially the correlation between LC harmonic components and deterioration of polymeric materials surface but still lack in analysis the performance of insulation materials specifically. This research presents the performance analysis of polymeric and non-polymeric insulation materials in contaminated condition using time frequency distribution (TFD). The selected materials are high density polyethylene, polypropylene and polystyrene as polymeric materials. Otherwise, glass is selected as a non-polymeric material. To demonstrate the performance of polymeric and non-polymeric insulation materials surface condition, LC signals is monitored and captured via non-standard inclined plane tracking (IPT) test. Then, the results are analyzed by using TFD which is spectrogram as a tool to diagnose and represent in time frequency representation (TFR). Parameters of signal are estimated from TFR to identify the LC signals patterns of the materials and to classify the surface condition via LC parameters. The findings of this research suggest that under contamination condition the insulating materials surface in certain voltage stress sustain several signals patterns as capacitive, resistive, symmetrical and unsymmetrical. The correlation between LC signal patterns and LC parameters is demonstrated the performance of insulating material surface conditions. Furthermore, this contribution can be applied for online monitoring and diagnosing erosion of insulation materials surface condition and it is very useful to the utility supplier. The conclusion can be drawn with approach of monitoring surface condition using TFD which is spectrogram is applied for analyze and demonstrate the performance of surface condition insulation materials.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The insulators traditionally have been made from porcelain and glass. These materials have an outstanding insulating properties and weather resistance but have the disadvantages of being heavy, easily fractured and subject to degradation of their withstand voltage properties when polluted. However, these materials have over one century of service history and proven to resist environmental ageing and to be self-supporting and also being used in a wide variety of applications (Mackevich and Shah, 1997).

Instead, polymeric insulators are being accepted increasingly for use in outdoor installations by the traditionally cautious electric power utilities worldwide (Gubanski, 2005). The polymeric insulators outdoor improved the performance with light weight, lower construction and transporting cost, vandalism resistance, less gunshot damage, high strength to weight ratio-longer spans/new tower design, better contamination performance and improved transmission line aesthetics (Hall, 1993). However, early generation of
polymeric product is not considered the expected service life and until now users still have concerns about polymeric insulation materials performance. Therefore, the right material of insulator will perform optimization in production cost, maintenance cost and life time services. Besides that, insulation material products research will impact our everyday lives, environment and economy.

One of the indicators used to determine performance insulation materials is by leakage current signal. Leakage current (LC) signal provides information of polymeric and non-polymeric insulation surface condition and the pollution severity. It is the most efficient technique can be used to monitor the performance of insulation materials either online or offline. LC signal has a strong correlation on the surface condition and degradation of polymeric material. For this purpose, several methods to evaluate and predict materials performance based on LC measurements and one of them is the tracking and erosion test using incline plane tracking (IPT) test set-up (Gubaski, 1999).

This research work focuses on the performance analysis of insulation materials in order to demonstrate and verify the polymeric and non-polymeric insulation materials for high voltage application. Experimental for demonstrating and evaluating the performance of the selected materials as high voltage outdoor application must be complying with the international standard test specifically BS EN 62039:2007. This standard test is explicable in selection guide for polymeric materials for outdoor use under HV stress. In addition, the standard lists several references which relates to electrical and mechanical properties requirement that must be fulfilled for insulating materials in outdoor high voltage application.
In this analysis, characteristic LC signal is used as diagnostic tools to study and predict the insulation materials surface condition under electrical stress. Most previous studies used Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to analyze the leakage current signal. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is useful to get the magnitude or phase of a number individual or band of frequencies. To resolve this problem, the analysis using time frequency distribution (TFD) such as spectrogram is used. Spectrogram performed to represent a three dimensional of the signal energy with respect to time and frequency. The analysis technique is motivated by the limitation of FFT to cater non-stationary signals which are spectral characteristics change in time. It is the result of calculating the frequency spectrum of windowed frames of the compound signal.

1.2 Problem Statement

Any failure in the satisfactory performance of high voltage insulation can cause considerable loss of capital. Numerous studies and research activities are growing up for analyze the performance of insulation materials has been made. However, the research and development of high voltage outdoor insulation is still lack of studies in analysis and verified the performance of insulation materials surface condition specifically. Difficulty to detecting defective on insulation materials caused by lack of knowledge in its long term reliability and loss of hydrophobic that leads to tracking and erosion as well as to flashover under contaminant condition.

Hydrophobic is treated as the resistance to formation of conducting water tracks that increase leakage current, chances of flashover, and other deterioration effects. The superior contaminant performances of polymeric outdoor insulation materials were
regarded as the contribution of their hydrophobic surfaces. In other words, it is the formation of water beads on surface, which resist the flow of water in continuous conducting track (M Amin et al., 2007). Methods of hydrophobic measurements especially by leakage current (LC) were overviewed in this issues.

Numerous of studies have been conducted to discover on insulation ageing in relation to surface LC components, especially the correlation between LC harmonic components and the deterioration of insulation materials surface. Normally in previous works, LC is analyzing in time or frequency domains and mostly used Fast Fourier Transform (Krivda et al., n.d.). Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is only suitable used for analysis of stationary signals and does not provide temporal information (Riou, O. and Vetterli, 1991). Otherwise, LC signals are usually in non-stationary pattern especially during dry band condition and surface discharge, its mean FFT is not appropriate for non-stationary signal. Furthermore, the analysis of LC in polluted polymer insulator shows that FFT is fast in computation but possess limitations in resolution (Muniraj and Chandrasekar, 2009). It is tough to get timing info from a FFT. In fact, the FFT had a hard time telling whether things were going forward or backward. In time or frequency domain plot, it just gives half of the information about the signal. A time domain plot shows how a signal changes over time without notify "what" happened. Meanwhile, a frequency domain plot shows how much of the signal lies within each given frequency band over a range of frequencies without notify about the time it occurred.
1.3 **Objectives of the research**

The following are the objectives of this research:

1. To analyze the performance of the polymeric and non-polymeric insulation materials surface condition for high voltage application using time frequency distribution.

2. To conduct test on high voltage insulation materials using Inclined Plane Tracking (IPT) test.

3. To demonstrate the performance of material surface condition for high voltage insulation materials using LC parameters.

1.4 **Scope of work**

This research work focuses on the following scope:

1. High Density Polyethylene, polypropylene and polystyrene is thermoplastic polymeric material. Meanwhile, glass is non-polymeric material for tracking and erosion resistance.

2. Laboratory investigation is carried out on dielectric strength, tracking and erosion performance of the polymeric and non polymeric materials complying with non-standard test BS EN 60587-2007, to provide the information on suitability of the insulation materials for high voltage application as well as correlation between LC and surface condition of the materials.